American National Union of
The United States of America
State of Louisiana judicial district # 18
Address: 7B2SQ N4WMB
Great Jury Foreperson
Address: 78T8T N6J3R
Email: gjforeperson@generalpostoffice.org

The Great Jury for the American National Union of
The United States of America

True Bill of Indictment
Claimant: Graham Bradford Lascsak, Trustee
V.
Respondents: Greg Abbott, Ken Paxton, Ruth Ruggero Hughs, Eastland County Jail,
Atascosa County Jail, Russell Wilson, Alton Lynn Ellison, Adrian Antonio Perez, and
Bradlee H. Thornton

The Great Jury was accepted and acknowledged by the American
National Union of The United States of America in Social Compact in
accordance with the Law of Nations and is with jurisdiction and venue
within the metes and bounds and seaward boundaries of The United
States of America, and
The Great Jury for the American National Union of The United States of
America hereby informs the Chief Notary of the Human Rights Tribunal
International that the Great Jury convened to hear evidence presented
by the claimant: and
It has been determined from the evidence presented within this True Bill of Indictment that
there is probable cause to charge the aforementioned Respondent(s) with Forced
Association- Public Law 101-8, 20-2, 30, Trafficking in Persons- Public Law-101-2,13-1 and
13-2, Forced Detention- Public Law 101-3, 9, 11-1, 20-1 and 20-2, Slavery- all of Public Law
101, Denial of Nationality- all of Public Law 101, Torture- Public Law 101-5, Gang StalkingPublic Law 101-2, and 7, Man Stealing- Public Law 101-3, 4, 5, 6, 9 and 12, Theft of Time
and Energy- Public Law 101-12 and 20-2, Profiling- Public Law 101-2, 11-1, 19, 28 and 29-1,
and Communism - all of Public Law 101, upon the Claimant for violating both the Bilateral
Social Compact by and between the people for The United States of America and the
Judgment and Order issued in favor of Claimant(CASE #HRTI- 00N5-F2F5- 2L7U3C62-W68Z50N08T40534Q), wherein the “Orders” state: the right to utilize this
Judgment and Order and any and all evidence herewith in any future charges or court
actions in this or other court of Law, and
As stated within the “GENERAL ORDER” of the aforementioned Judgment and Order it states:
FURTHER BE IT ORDERED UNDER GENERAL ORDER: that any and all Foreign Monarchs,

Governments, incorporated and/or unincorporated Associations, Agencies or agents thereof
are hereby ordered to cease and desist any and all interference or disruptive actions towards
The United States of America, the Government of The United States of America, American
Nationals, the Social Compact Agreement of its Nationals, the power of attorney, its Law
form, and freedoms thereto, and
Evidence provided within
EVIDENCE-EXHIBIT-GRAHAM-BRADFORD-LASCSAK( hereinafter EEGBL)

Summary
After the Judgment and Order, evidenced in EEGBL pages 1 through 11, was affirmed and
acknowledged by the Human Rights Tribunal on the 276th Day in the year of Yahweh 6021,
translated( the 20th Day of December, 2019) stemming from a kidnapping of Claimant by
an acting judicial officer without a warrant against Claimant which can be evidenced at:
https://trohshow.com/2020/07/07/the-150th-broadcast-of-the-t-roh-show/ , also
evidenced on page 76 of EEGBL, Claimant was still held at the Eastland County Jail in
violation of the Judgment and Order until approximately the 81st Day in the year of Yahweh
6022, translated( June 8th, 2021) when Claimant was transported to (1108 Campbell Ave).
As seen in mail by Claimant evidenced in EEGBL page 59, Atascosa County Jail in
Jourdanton, Texas, a political subdivision of the state of Texas holding Claimant for
allegations of interfering with a child’s custody, Man Stealing for the kidnapping and
incarceration of Claimant, Forced Detention for the arbitrary sub-standard housing of
Claimant and Slavery for the continued degrading treatment of Claimant while forcing
association with BAR associates has been committed for the continued treatment by private
companies housing and arbitrarily taking over power of attorney for Claimant denying
Claimants Article 6 right within the Bilateral Social Compact Agreement wherein it states,
the people agree that the right of trial by jury of their peers in the same jurisdiction and
venue shall forever remain inviolate regardless of separate spheres; and
Numerous Human Right Violations have been mailed by Claimant as evidenced within
EEGBL pages 22 through 33 which describe acts of Torture that includes, but is not limited
to, prolonged exposure without proper clothing, inadequate drinking supply and
unsanitary conditions from maintenance mismanagement within the private company
known as the Atascosa County Jail, and
Claimant has been in social compact agreement by and between the people for the States of
the Union within The United States of America since (8-20-2018), evidenced in EEGBL
pages 13 through 19 and has been issued an American National passport evidenced in
EEGBL page 12, which confirms Trafficking in Person(s) committed upon Claimant by
Respondent(s), and Denial of Nationality for Respondent(s) refusal to acknowledge
Claimants repeated attempts to prove Claimants allegiance to a separate political sphere,
and
As evidenced in EEGBL pages 34 through 58 the BAR associates of the State Bar of Texas
have committed the act of Forced Association upon Claimant By repeatedly having Claimant
delivered to private meetings between BAR associates including Respondent(s) Russell
Wilson, Alton Lynn Ellison, Adrian Antonio Perez, and Bradlee H. Thornton wherein
Claimant has been arbitrarily subjected to the same policies and practices enforced by these
BAR associates upon U.S. inhabitants and Gang Stalking has been committed by
Respondent(s) for participating in the organized act of Forced Association upon Claimant
between Respondent(s), and
As of the 8th Day in the year of Yahweh 6023, translated (March 27th, 2021) attempts to
determine whether Claimant is competent to proceed with private meetings between BAR
associates has progressed after a motion by Respondent(s) Adrian Antonio Perez was issued,
evidenced in EEGBL pages 65 and 66 wherein Respondent(s) claims preparations shall

resume once a doctor finds Claimant competent. Respondent(s) has misinterpreted
communication between Claimant that the Fifty Million Dollar Lien on Claimant was an
attempted lien against Respondent(s). This is a proper indication that Claimant needs an
interpreter for any and/or all private meetings with Respondent(s) as the BAR associates are
having difficulty understanding Claimants rebuttals to defend Claimants claims, and
For actions perpetrated by local level Respondent(s) acting as a political subdivision of the
state of Texas, Greg Abbott presumed Governor, Ken Paxton presumed Attorney General
and Ruth Ruggero Hughs presumed Secretary of State, by representing the state of Texas, a
political subdivision of the United States of America protected by the U.S. military classified
as foreign occupation, have committed the acts of Theft of Time and Energy for the
continued use of Claimants person to collect revenue through signed executive orders for
security bonds to be invested on/in the stock exchange, Trafficking in Persons and
exercising Communism upon Claimant, violating all 30 Articles of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, now classified as Public Law 101 as all Respondent(s)
continue to operate in violation of Article 6 of the Bilateral Social Compact Agreement
signed by Claimant, evidenced on page 14 of EEGBL, by and between the people for the
States of the Union of The United States of America, and
May this True Bill of Indictment serve as an instrument for Claimant to return to Claimant’s
proper and rightful way of living among fellow Union members and signatories of the
social compact by and between said members.

, Trustee
Great Jury Foreperson
So, accepted on the 12th day in the year of Yahweh six thousand and twenty-three,
translated the 31st day of March in the two thousand and twenty first year of the new
covenant in Yahushua’s name.

